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KITCHENS 
DESIGNED 

FOR THE VERY 
HEART OF 

YOUR HOME

At Open House we spend a long time thinking 

about kitchens and how they can work for you, 

we know a lot about what is popular now and 

what has been popular in the past. Be it in design, 

technology or layout. In fact some may even say we 

are just a little bit obsessive...

The kitchen space has changed radically over the 

last 100 years. Influences from around the world 

have fed into not only British and European kitchen 

design but also into our way of life. 

The kitchen is no longer hidden beneath stairs 

but is now at the very heart of the modern home 

and family: often with walls removed to combine 

kitchen and dining spaces.

And this is why selecting a kitchen is one of the 

most important aspects of creating your home, as 

it’s also about creating your ideal space and lifestyle.

Hopefully this is where we come in though, as 

sometimes it can be pretty useful to know an 

obsessive...  



OPEN
HOUSE’S 
SELECTED 

HISTORY OF 
KITCHEN 
DESIGN



1930 The Aga is first imported into the 
UK from Sweden - it’s been built here 
ever since...

1963 Designer Robin Day designs his 
classic Polypropylene stacking chair – 
great for storing chairs for when you 
have friends visiting.

1982 Televisions became small enough to 
be added into kitchen design.

1995 As the kitchen becomes the centre of the family home, more and more 
people begin to knock through walls to create large ‘kitchen diners’.

1982 Ken Hom’s Chinese 
Cookery launches on 
BBC TV bringing Chinese 
cookery to the UK home.

2008 The invention of the Tablet could spell the end for countless 
rows of recipe books...

2014 Clean architectural lines are the kitchen design 
choice for the 21st Century.

1952 Laminate worksurfaces and 
breakfast bars are developed by Formica 
and quickly become the height of fashion.

1972 Breville develops the sandwich toaster.

1954 Elizabeth David is credited with 
the  revitalisation of the art of home 
cookery.

1894 Scotland’s Compton and Co. produced the first 
electric kettle.

1908 Edwardian houses were built with a ‘Copper’ the 
only means of obtaining hot water in significant amounts.

1924 English Army officer William 
Howard Livens designs the dishwasher.

1905 Tabitha Babbitt, a 
Shaker furniture maker, 
designs the circular saw 
which would revolutionise 
furniture manufacture.

1947 Percy Spencer invented the first microwave oven 
from radar technology developed during the war.

1970 Le Creuset produced their first cast iron pan.

1964 Teflon, the first non-stick surface for pans, is 
developed.

2015 Beautiful acrylic splashbacks make 
the hassle and expense of glass a thing of 
the past.

2013 Open House’s  state of the art 
cabinet technology radically speeds up the 
installation of kitchens.

1934 As electricity became supplied to more homes, 
appliances such as washing machines began to appear 
in the UK home.

1921 Crompton & Company unveil the 
first electric toaster.

2004 Although the technology had been developed in the 1970’s 
induction hobs sales increased ten - fold.

1974 Solid Surfaces are first  introduced 
and quickly became very popular due 
to both their hygienic properties and 
seamless design.

1971 Delia launches her cookery course: 
the country rushes to the kitchen...



WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

How we do things

WORKSURFACES We can 
supply a wide range of worksurfaces, 
from our extensive laminate range 
to our beautiful real wood surfaces 
and top of the range solid surfaces. 
Page’s 100 - 111 

WARRANTY A kitchen is a 
hard working place, that’s why we 
have provided a conditional 6 year 
warranty.

EASY CLEAN DOORS  Vinyl 
and high gloss acrylic surfaced 
doors with a super tough MDF 
core are designed to be incredibly 
easy to clean.

TOP MANUFACTURING 
Open House is partnered with 
the very best British and European 
manufacturers, using the most up to 
date manufacturing techniques.

ACRYLIC SPLASHBACKS 
Whilst tiles still dominate the 
splashback market, consider the use 
of our new range of modern acrylic 
splashbacks - all the look of glass but 
without the hassle. Page 112 

ONE STOP SHOP Unlike 
other kitchen producers we are 
proud to be able to supply not 
just doors and cabinets but also 
super modern acrylic splashbacks 
and a comprehensive range of 
worksurfaces all available with 
colour and texture matched 
splashbacks and upstands.
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DESIGN TIPS

Food for thought

Keep things fresh

Extraction helps ventilate cooking smells, 

keeping your kitchen as fresh as a daisy.

Make sure to plan for an extraction system to 

sit directly above your hob or range cooker at 

the correct height.

The Working Triangle

Plan for the sink, fridge, oven and hob to form a 

triangle,  keeping the distance between them to 

a minimum for ease of movement.

Point of power

Remember to plan for all your power sockets for each 

electrical appliance you will use... It’s also worth putting 

more than you think you’ll need above the worksurface, a 

kettle, mixer, toaster and coffee maker all start to add up!  

But for safety, keep sockets well away from the sink and 

any potential water spillage.

Light Fantastic

Unlike in other rooms of the house, ceiling 

installed overhead lighting is insufficient. In the 

kitchen, you don’t want the light behind you, 

casting a shadow on the worksurface, you 

need it positioned to fall in front of you. We 

like under-cabinet spotlights because they shine 

directly on worksurfaces and also, why not 

consider plinth lights for some added sparkle.

Also it’s great to have an option of some low 

level lighting if you are going to be eating in the 

kitchen.

Time at the bar

A bar with stools offers extra kitchen workspace and acts as a barrier between the 

kitchen proper and its dining area.

It’s also a great place for a quick snack or a social drink with friends and family.

Islands

An island can be a great way of adding more 

working space and can be a fantastic social focal 

point for any kitchen. 
Appliances 

It’s important to plan exactly 

what appliances you will want in 

your kitchen - built in oven or 

range cooker, fridge and freezer 

combined or separate?

Worksurfaces 

You can never have too much worksurface, 

especially around the hob and the sink. 

Remember that with a small overhang you can 

also create the ideal breakfast bar.

Our range starts on page 100
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OUR KITCHEN MENU

HERITAGE
Traditional but never old fashioned 

LANCASHIRE page 16
A traditional Shaker Kitchen

Colour: Olive Grey with oak grain

CAERPHILLY    page 20
A traditional Shaker Kitchen

Colour: White with natural oak grain

CHESHIRE page 24
A traditional Shaker Kitchen

Woodgrain: Odessa Oak with oak grain

GLOUCESTER   page 28
A traditional Shaker Kitchen

Colour: Cream with oak grain

ROQUEFORT page 32
A traditional one piece Shaker Kitchen

Colour: Matt Cream

PECORINO page 36
A traditional one piece Shaker Kitchen

Woodgrain: Lissa Oak

ST IVES     page 40
A traditional Shaker Kitchen with oak grain that’s paintable

Colour: Whatever your heart desires...

MODERN

The future, now

LONDON page 74
A kitchen with a sleek blue glass effect

Colour: Blue

SAN SEBASTIAN page 78
A kitchen with a sleek mushroom grey glass effect

Colour: Mushroom Grey

NEW YORK   page 82
A kitchen with a sleek anthracite glass effect 

Colour: Anthracite

TOKYO   page 86
A kitchen with a high gloss finish

Woodgrain: High Gloss Japanese Pearwood

CLASSIC

Never out of style

NORMANDY page 48
A beautifully seamless handleless kitchen

Colour: High Gloss Cool Grey

CHANTILLY   page 52
A beautifully seamless handleless kitchen

Colour: High Gloss White

DIJON    page 56
A beautifully seamless handleless kitchen

Colour: High Gloss Cream

BORDEAUX    page 60
A beautifully seamless handleless kitchen

Woodgrain: Elm Natural Texture

DOVER    page 64
A stunning kitchen with slab doors

Colour: Gloss White

ABERDEEN    page 68
A stunning kitchen with slab doors

Colour: Gloss Cream

CHOICES

Everything else...

CABINETS    page 90

HINGES   page 94

DRAWERS   page 95

STORAGE page 96

HANDLES page 98

WORKSURFACES    page 100
Solid Surface

Solid Wood

Square Edged Laminate

Round Edged Laminate

SPLASHBACKS    page 112

OPEN
HOUSE

_________

Beautiful Kitchens. British Design.
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...w
hat a gorgeous ki

tch
en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!This beautiful heritage kitchen is the perfect 
example of a Shaker Kitchen.

To the Shakers, furniture was made thoughtfully, 
with functional form and proportion, which 
simply means it looks great.

We love the modern olive grey colour of the 
Lancashire, teaming it with white walls and tiles 
brings the colour out of the cabinets and makes 
them the star of the room, although we are also 
pretty fond of the beautiful Open House real 
Walnut worksurface we have paired it with.

We have used round pillars to soften the wall end 
cabinets, whilst tongue and groove end panels 
complete the look. These are both available for 
all Open House Heritage kitchens.

A traditional look for a very modern home...

LANCASHIRE
Heritage Kitchen

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Grey Pantone 400
Handle Selection : OH ACC 354 Pewter 
Forged Knob
Cabinets : White
Worksurface :  Open House Solid Wood 
European Walnut
Splashback : Open House Acrylic Pure
White

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : Easy clean vinyl 
doors makes cleaning a breeze.
Long lasting : Our vinyl surfaced doors are 
ultraviolet resistant and so won’t fade in 
colour over time.

...w
hat a gorgeous ki

tch
en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!
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A classic five piece Shaker design with  a 

traditional recessed centre panel. Lancashire’s 

doors are produced using five separate sections   

that fit together beautifully.

The vinyl surfaced door is not only moisture 

resistant but also has a beautiful oak grain finish. 

The five piece construction gives this door grain 

rotation on the top, bottom and side stiles.

22mm thick doors with a 120mm wide frame 

and  a 6mm centre panel and 2mm chamfered 

edge finish.  All with an ultra modern, ultra strong 

and ultra sustainable MDF core.

Lancashire has been awarded an FSC certificate 

for its use of ecologically sustainable materials and 

a FIRA Gold mark. FIRA Gold is an independent 

quality certification mark within the furniture and 

kitchen industries. 

LANCASHIRE

Heritage Kitchen

Door Colour : Pantone 400
Door Finish : Oak grain
Door Thickness : 22mm
Door Material :  Vinyl surfaced doors with 
MDF core. Clear glass wall unit doors are 
also available. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

...what a gorgeous k
itc

he
n

O
PEN HOUSE 

OH!
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.. .w
hat a gorgeous ki

tch
en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!This Shaker kitchen looks just right in a modern 

white, with the beautiful natural tones of oak 

grain showing through. By pairing it with the 

daring full scale Dolce Vita laminate worksurface, 

we think this design truly brings traditional 

Shaker kitchen design into the 21st century.

CAERPHILLY

Heritage Kitchen

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : White with natural oak 

grain showing through.

Handle Selection : OH ACC 370 & 371 

Stainless Steel T-Bar

Cabinets :  White

Worksurface :  Open House Round Edge 

Laminate Dolce Vita

Upstands :  Open House Laminate Dolce 

Vita

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Hardwearing : Vinyl surfaced doors are 

tough and will withstand everyday knocks.

Great Value : Laminate worksurfaces and 

upstands give fantastic value for money.

.. .w
hat a gorgeous ki

tch
en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!
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A classic five piece Shaker design, Caerphilly’s 
doors are produced using five separate sections   
that fit together beautifully.

The vinyl surfaced door is not only moisture 
resistant but also has a beautiful oak grain finish 
to complement and give even more character 
to this white door.  The five piece construction 
gives this door grain rotation on the top, bottom 
and side stiles.

22mm thick doors with a 120mm wide frame 
and  a 6mm centre panel and 2mm chamfered 
edge finish.  All with an ultra modern, ultra strong 
and ultra sustainable MDF core.

Caerphilly has been awarded an FSC certificate 
for its use of ecologically sustainable materials and 
a FIRA Gold mark. FIRA Gold is an independent 
quality certification mark within the furniture 
and kitchen industries.

CAERPHILLY

Heritage Kitchen

Door Colour : White
Door Finish : Oak grain with natural tones 
of oak showing through
Door Thickness : 22mm
Door Material :  Vinyl surfaced doors with 
MDF core. Clear glass wall unit doors are 
also available. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

...what a gorgeous k
itc

he
n

O
PEN HOUSE 

OH!
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Our Cheshire kitchen is an oak grain shaker, 

which we think works beautifully with the white 

laminate Carrera Marble worksurface and 

splashback we have paired it with.

The oak grain looks fantastic alongside the white 

walls and pale wood floor of this kitchen, making 

what could be an old fashioned look, much more 

up to date.

CHESHIRE

Heritage Kitchen

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Odessa Oak

Handle Selection :  OH ACC 353 Pewter 

forged D-Handle

Cabinets : Cream

Worksurface :  Open House square edge 

Laminate Carrera Marble

Splashback :  Open House Laminate 

Carrera Marble

Upstand :  Open House Laminate Carrera 

Marble

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : The vinyl surfaced 

doors can be cleaned easily and quickly.

Sustainability : No trees were cut down 

to produce this completely realistic oak 

effect door.

.. .w
hat a gorgeous ki

tch
en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!
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A classic five piece Shaker design, Cheshire’s 

doors are produced using five separate sections   

that fit together beautifully.

The vinyl surfaced door is not only moisture 

resistant but also has a beautiful oak grain texture 

to perfectly complement the oak effect design. 

The five piece construction gives this door grain 

rotation on the top, bottom and side stiles.

22mm thick doors with a 120mm wide frame 

and a 6mm centre panel and 2mm chamfered 

edge detail.  All with an ultra modern, ultra 

strong and ultra sustainable MDF core.

Cheshire has been awarded an FSC certificate for 

its use of ecologically sustainable materials and a 

FIRA Gold mark. FIRA Gold is an independent 

quality certification mark within the furniture 

and kitchen industries.

CHESHIRE

Heritage Kitchen

Door Colour : Odessa Oak
Door Finish : Oak grain
Door Thickness : 22mm
Door Material :  Vinyl surfaced doors with 
MDF core. Clear glass wall unit doors are 
also available. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

.. .w
hat a perfect kitch

en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!
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Our Gloucester kitchen is a classic cream oak 

grain shaker, which works beautifully with the  

Open House square edge laminate Elegant Oak 

worksurface shown in this kitchen.

The cream doors look stunning next to the  

heritage red tiled floor of this space, creating a 

country style kitchen perfect for any home.

GLOUCESTER

Heritage Kitchen

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Cream Pantone P 7-9C

Handle Selection : OH ACC  352 satin 

nickle D-Handle

Cabinets : Cream

Worksurface :  Open House square edge 

Laminate Elegant Oak

Upstand: Open House Laminate Elegant 

Oak

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : The vinyl doors are 

completely hygienic and safe to use.

Colour Consistency: each door will have 

exactly the same colours with no shade or 

texture variations.

.. .w
hat a gorgeous ki

tch
en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!
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A classic five piece Shaker design, Gloucester’s 

doors are produced using five separate sections   

that fit together beautifully.

The vinyl surfaced door is not only moisture 

resistant but also has a beautiful oak grain finish. 

The five piece construction gives this door grain 

rotation on the top, bottom and side stiles.

22mm thick doors with a 120mm wide frame 

and a deeply recessed 6mm centre panel and 

2mm chamfered edge finish. All with an ultra 

modern, ultra strong and ultra sustainable MDF 

core.

Gloucester has been awarded an FSC certificate 

for its use of ecologically sustainable materials and 

a FIRA Gold mark. FIRA Gold is an independent 

quality certification mark within the furniture 

and kitchen industries.

GLOUCESTER

Heritage Kitchen

Door Colour : Cream Pantone P 7-9C
Door Finish : Oak grain
Door Thickness : 22mm
Door Material :  Vinyl surfaced doors with 
MDF core. Clear glass wall unit doors are 
also available. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

...w
hat a lovely kitchen

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!
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Our traditional style Roquefort kitchen has the 
Edwardian period look that we love.

The cream doors work well with the rich Open 
House solid wood Iroko worksurface that we 
have paired them with, whilst the gorgeous Belfast 
sink is the perfect traditional accompaniment.

Our super-modern Acrylic splashback however 
brings this kitchen into the 21st century. The 

the subtle magnolia colour proves that you don’t 
have to use a bold colour to make a statement 
with an Open House splashback...  

...w
hat a gorgeous ki

tch
en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Cream Pantone P 7-9C 
Handle Seletion : OH ACC 370 Stainless 
Steel T-Bar
Cabinets : Cream
Worksurface :  Open House Solid Wood 
Iroko
Upstands :  Open House Solid Wood Iroko
Splashback :  Open House Acrylic 
Whipped Cream

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : The vinyl doors 
make cleaning quick and easy.
Ultraviolet Resistant : Unlike many other 
door surfaces, our vinyl will not fade or 
change colour when exposed to the 
sunlight for long periods.

ROQUEFORT
Heritage Kitchen
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A classic one piece Shaker design, Roquefort 

doors are produced using vinyl which is not only 

moisture resistant but also a beautiful matt finish.

18mm thick doors with an ultra modern, ultra 

strong and ultra sustainable MDF core.

Roquefort has been awarded an FSC certificate 

for its use of ecologically sustainable materials and 

a FIRA Gold mark. FIRA Gold is an independent 

quality certification mark within the furniture 

and kitchen industries.

ROQUEFORT

Heritage Kitchen

Door Colour : Cream Pantone P 7-9C
Door Finish : Matt
Door Thickness : 18mm
Door Material :  Vinyl surfaced doors with 
MDF core. Clear glass wall unit doors are 
also available.  
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

...w
hat a classy looking ki

tc
he

n

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!
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A classic kitchen door style finished with a Lissa 

Oak wood effect decor; with our Pecorino 

kitchen the old really does meet the new.

Shown here with a Roman Marble round 

edge laminate worksurface which perfectly 

complements the white tile splashback, this also 

really brings out the wood grain in the doors.  

Contrasting cast iron door knobs complete a 

more modern take on a traditional kitchen. 

PECORINO

Heritage Kitchen

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Lissa Oak

Handle Selection : OH ACC 351 Cast 

Iron Knob

Cabinets : Lissa Oak

Worksurface :  Open House round edge 

Laminate Roman Marble

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Colour Co-ordinated: The Lissa Oak 

cabinets colour match the Lissa Oak 

doors.

Easy Close Doors: The Hettich soft close 

hinges used by OPEN HOUSE make door 

closing both gentle and quiet.

.. .w
hat a gorgeous ki

tch
en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!
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A classic one piece shaker door design 

incorporating  a champhered recessed centre 

pane. Pecorino doors are produced using a vinyl 

surface which is both moisture resistant and 

displays a fantastic oak grain finish.

18mm thick doors with an ultra modern, ultra 

strong and ultra sustainable MDF core.

Pecorino has been awarded an FSC certificate for 

its use of ecologically sustainable materials and a 

FIRA Gold mark. FIRA Gold is an independent 

quality certification mark within the furniture 

and kitchen industries.

PECORINO

Heritage Kitchen

Door Colour : Lissa Oak
Door Finish : Oak grain
Door Thickness : 18mm
Door Material :  Vinyl surfaced doors with 
MDF core. Clear glass wall unit doors are 
also available. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

...w
hat a classy looking ki

tc
he

n

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!
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.. .w
hat a gorgeous ki

tch
en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!A Shaker Kitchen that gives you the final say 

about how your kitchen looks and feels.

Perfect for those who have creative minds or 

maybe for those who just know exactly what 

they want. Our St Ives kitchen can be painted 

almost any colour you can think of...

In our kitchen shown to the right we have used 

a dark blue, which has a little hint of green in 

it and we have paired it with the Open House 

European Maple worksurface. 

We think it’s great how the white walls contrast 

and highlight the blue painted colour of the 

kitchen doors, drawer fascias, cabinet end panels, 

cornice, pelmets and plinths.

A heritage look that you control...

ST IVES

Paintable Kitchen

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Blue

Handle Selection : OHACC352 Satin 

nickel D handle & OHACC376 Satin 

Nickel Shell Handle

Cabinets : White

Worksurface :  Open House Solid Wood 

European Maple

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : Paint may be a little 

less robust than our vinyl but will still clean 

very well.

Colour : You can colour St Ives to match 

your kitchen and your style perfectly. 

.. .w
hat a gorgeous ki

tch
en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!
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A classic five piece Shaker design, with a wide 
frame and deep recessed centre panel, St Ives’ 
doors are produced using separate sections that 
fit together beautifully.

The vinyl surfaced doors are not only waterproof 
but also have a beautiful oak grain finish. The five 
piece construction gives this door grain rotation 
on the top, bottom and side stiles.

Crucially, the grain texture is pronounced enough 
to  show through after the application of paint.

22mm thick doors with  a 120mm wide frame, 
deeply recessed 6mm centre panel and 2mm 
chamfered edge finish. All with an ultra modern, 
ultra strong and ultra sustainable MDF core.

St Ives’ has been awarded an FSC certificate for 
its use of ecologically sustainable materials and a 
FIRA Gold mark. FIRA Gold is an independent 
quality certification mark within the furniture 
and kitchen industries.

ST IVES

Paintable Kitchen

Door Colour : Your hearts desire...
Door Finish : Oak grain
Door Thickness : 22mm
Door Material :  Vinyl surfaced doors with 
MDF core. Clear glass wall unit doors are 
also available.
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

.. . that’s the perfect c
olo

ur
 f

o
r 
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PEN HOUSE 

OH!
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What materials and tools do I need?

Brushes: Use a 25mm approx. wide reasonable 

quality synthetic brush.

Primer: Use Zinsser Bulls Eye 1.2.3® water-based 

primer. 

Paint: Use water based paints: They are much 

safer for the environment and for you too. They 

are also faster drying and it’s easier to clean 

the brush afterwards: which saves you a lot of 

time! We recommend you choose from these 

manufacturers of water based paints:-

Farrow and Ball® Estate Eggshell finish 

Little Greene® Intelligent interior Eggshell finish

Dulux® Satinwood  finish

Mylands® Eggshell finish

How do I decide which colour?
Well,  that’s really up to you of course: but make 

sure to first get a sample pot of the colour 

you like and test it on a primed panel of wood: 

this way you can get a good idea of what your 

kitchen will look like before you invest in a large 

pot of paint.

How do I paint the doors? *

Wait until all the doors have been fitted by your 

kitchen installer.

Unscrew the doors from the hinges.

We’ve found it best to only unscrew as many 

doors as you can paint in one session. That way 

you won’t have a lot of doors lying around. Make 

a note of which door belongs to which cabinet. 

Once the doors are off, unscrew the handles.

Cover a table or work bench with newspaper to 

protect it from splashes, and then place a door 

on a wooden block on the table.

How do I paint the accessories?*

The accessories are the plinth, the cabinet end 

panels, the cornice and the pelmet.

The plinth is easily removable and can be painted 

in the same way as the doors.

The accessories that will need to be painted 

whilst fixed to the cabinets are the cabinet end 

panels, the cornice and the pelmet. Protect the 

surrounding areas from paint overspill with the 

use of low tack masking tape.

Follow the same instructions for applying the 

primer and paint to the accessories as we have 

described for the doors.

Finally - Stand back and admire your handiwork

*Please read the instructions on the paint and 

primer tins carefully before applying.

ST IVES

How to Paint

Open the primer and stir well to mix. Fill your 

brush with primer (but not so much that it drips) 

and apply to one side and all the edges of the 

door using long and steady paint strokes that 

follow the oak effect grain of the door. Take care 

to get into the corners of these St Ives shaker 

style doors.

Wait for 1 hour and then carefully flip the door 

over and prime the other side.

If you have space on the table or workbench, 

you could have more than one door on the go 

at the same time. When dry after another hour, 

lean beside it’s cabinet for safe keeping whilst 

you prime the other doors.

Then repeat this process for the application of 

your colour of paint to each door. Then repeat 

again (2 coats are needed). Importantly, please 

bear in mind that paint (unlike primer) will need 

at least 6 hours drying time before another coat 

is applied and another 6 hours before being 

put back onto the cabinets. Carefully screw the 

painted doors back onto cabinet hinges.

This is just a small 
selection of colour 
ideas - all   these 
colours and more 
are available from 
the recommended 
paint manufacturers.



CLASSIC
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A handleless J-profile kitchen door, which creates 

a stunning seamless finish as handles are not 

required.

Normandy is a light grey gloss finish that balances 

beautifully against the grey Open House solid 

surface worksurface we have chosen.

By extending the worksurface, we have created 

a breakfast bar, that will also act as a focal point 

for the kitchen and offers some valuable extra 

work space.

NORMANDY

Classic Kitchen

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Gloss Pantone Warm Grey 1

Cabinets : White

Worksurface :  Open House Solid Surface 

Alaskan Quartz

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : Easy to clean high 

gloss polyester painted doors along with 

seamless J-Profile handleless style. 

.. .w
hat a gorgeous ki

tch
en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!
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A classic one piece handleless door with a 

stunning gloss finish.

The high gloss polyester painted doors are 

beautifully reflective, easy to clean and will stay 

looking great for years to come.

22mm thick doors with an ultra modern, ultra 

strong and ultra sustainable MDF core. 

NORMANDY

Classic Kitchen

Door Colour : Pantone Warm Grey 1
Door Finish : High Gloss
Door Thickness : 22mm
Door Material :  High gloss polyester 
painted doors with MDF core. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

...what a stunning k
itc
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PEN HOUSE 
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gloss white, Chantilly creates a beautiful seamless 
surface giving a classic look that is both clean and 
crisp.

Our Open House Acrylic splashback works 
beautifully with the gloss doors making this a 
kitchen that not only looks great, but is incredibly 
practical and easy to clean.

CHANTILLY
Classic Kitchen

...w
hat a gorgeous ki

tch
en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : High Gloss White
Cabinets : White
Worksurface :  Open House Square 
Edged Laminate Darwin Marble
Splashback : Open House Acrylic 
Dark Bronze Metallic

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : Easy to clean high 
gloss polyester painted doors along with 
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A classic one piece handleless door with a 

stunning high gloss finish.

High gloss polyester painted doors have a 

perfect finish and will stay looking great for years 

to come.

22mm thick doors with an ultra modern, ultra 

strong and ultra sustainable MDF core. 

CHANTILLY

Classic Kitchen

Door Colour : Brilliant White
Door Finish : High Gloss
Door Thickness : 22mm
Door Material :  High gloss polyester 
painted doors with MDF core. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

...w
hat a classy lookin
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DIJON

Classic Kitchen
.. .w

hat a gorgeous ki
tch

en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : High Gloss Cream Pantone 

9184

Cabinets : Cream

Worksurface : Open House Solid Wood 

European Oak

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : Easy to clean high 

gloss polyester painted doors along with 

seamless J-Profile style. 

We have used our Open House solid wood 

worksurfaces in European Oak with it’s natural 

woodgrain working perfectly  with the minimalism 

of the high gloss cream doors of Dijon.

We have created a social space in the centre of 

the room by extending the worksurface to create 

a breakfast bar fit for any happy, hungry family. 

A stunning, seamless modern space created by 

Open House. 
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A classic one piece handleless door with a 

stunning high gloss finish.

High gloss polyester painted doors give the most 

reflective surface finish ensuring that your doors 

are hardwearing and will stay looking great for 

years to come.

22mm thick doors with an ultra modern, ultra 

strong and ultra sustainable MDF core. 

DIJON

Classic Kitchen

Door Colour : Cream
Door Finish : High Gloss
Door Thickness : 22mm
Door Material :  High gloss polyester 
painted doors with MDF core. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

...w
hat a classy lookin
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BORDEAUX

Classic Kitchen
.. .w

hat a gorgeous ki
tch

en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Elm Woodgrain

Cabinets : Cream

Worksurface : Open House Solid Surface 

Snow Quartz

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : Easy to clean wood 

effect doors incorporating a seamless 

J-Profile style. 

The elegant horizontal grain of Bordeaux looks 

fantastic on wide pan drawers creating a feeling 

of space within the kitchen.

Because of it’s J-Profile design, no handles are 

required making the uninterrupted doors the 

star of the show.

With the authentic texture of wood but with the 

practicality that we love at Open House this is a 

classic kitchen with timeless good looks. 
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A classic one piece handleless door with 

a stunning woodgrain texture which is 

synchronised to match the Elm Wood. This 

ingenious manufacturing technique gives 

Bordeaux the feel of real wood

This ultra modern door surface is tough and 

hardwearing, ensuring your doors will stay 

looking great for years to come.

BORDEAUX

Classic Kitchen

Door Colour : Elm Woodgrain
Door Finish : Synchronised Woodgrain
Door Thickness : 22mm
Door Material :  Synchronised wood effect 
doors with MDF core. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

...w
hat a classy lookin
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DOVER
Classic Kitchen

...w
hat a gorgeous ki

tch
en

OPEN HOUSE 

OH!

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Gloss White
Handle Selection : OH ACC 356 Stainless 
Steel 14mm Bar Handle
Cabinets : White
Worksurface :  Open House Solid Wood 
Black Oak
Splashback : Acrylic Swimming Pool

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : Easy clean vinyl with 

white doors.
Long lasting : Our vinyl surfaced doors are 
ultraviolet resistant and so won’t fade in 
colour over time.

  nac nehctik siht ,etihw ssolg ni nehctik cissalc A
look elegantly minimalistic or, as shown here, 
make a fantastically stylish statement in a very 
modern home.

We’ve dressed it with our stainless steel bar 
handle, splashback in Swimming pool and the 

wood worksurface in Black Oak.
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A slab door with a reflective gloss finish. Handles 

can be selected from our extensive range 

starting on page 98.

The vinyl surfaced doors ensure that your 

kitchen is easy to clean and will stay looking great 

for years to come. 

Doors are 18mm thick with an ultra modern, 

ultra strong and ultra sustainable MDF core.

Dover has been awarded an FSC certificate for 

its use of ecologically sustainable materials and a 

FIRA Gold mark. FIRA Gold is an independent 

quality certification mark within the furniture and 

kitchen industries.

DOVER

Classic Kitchen

Door Colour : White
Door Finish : Gloss
Door Thickness : 18mm
Door Material :  Vinyl surfaced doors with 
MDF core. Clear glass also available. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

...that is one sexy lookin
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ABERDEEN

Classic Kitchen
.. .w

hat a gorgeous ki
tch
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OPEN HOUSE 

OH!

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Cream Pantone 12-9 C

Handle Selection : OH ACC 355 Stainless 

Steel 14mm Bar Handle

Cabinets : Cream

Worksurface : Open House Square Edge 

Laminate Flagstone

Splashback : Open House Square Edge 

Laminate Flagstone

Upstand : Open House Square Edge 

Laminate Flagstone

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : Our vinyl surfaced 

doors are completely hygenic and so 

will not harbour any germs that would 

otherwise develop on an absorbent 

surface.

Our Aberdeen kitchen has clean lines and 

comes in a deep shade of cream which perfectly 

complements the wooden floors and dark 

laminate worksurfaces.

We have used our Open House square edged 

laminate to create not only our worksurface but 

also a matching splashback and upstand behind 

the hob.
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ABERDEEN

Classic Kitchen

...w
hat a classy lookin
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A slab door design with a reflective gloss finish.  

Handles can be selected from our extensive 

range starting on page 98.

The vinyl surfaced doors are tough ensuring that 

your doors will stay looking great for years to 

come. 

Doors are 18mm thick with an ultra modern, 

ultra strong and ultra sustainable MDF core.

Aberdeen has been awarded an FSC certificate 

for its use of ecologically sustainable materials and 

a FIRA Gold mark. FIRA Gold is an independent 

quality certification mark within the furniture and 

kitchen industries.

Door Colour : Cream Pantone 12-9 C
Door Finish : Gloss
Door Thickness : 18mm
Door Material :  Vinyl surfaced doors with 
MDF core. Clear glass also available. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years



MODERN
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LONDON
Modern Kitchen

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Blue Pantone 5523
Handle Selection : OH ACC 357 Stainless 
Steel Slim Bar
Cabinets : White
Worksurface : Open House Square Edged 
Laminate White Star Astro
Splashback : Acrylic Swimming Pool

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Superb Finish : The cold rolled application 
of face material gives a superior glass 

Strong and Ease of Maintenance : 
Ultraviolet resistant: unlike many other 
door surfaces, our acrylic surfaced doors 
will not fade or change colour when 
exposed to the sunlight for long periods.

The ultimate modern kitchen creates the 
ultimate modern space.

With clean lines, a beautiful finish and with our 
stunning coloured glass effect Open House 
3-dimensional door edging, our Modern range 
of kitchens will bring any space up to the 21st 
Century.

As shown here, the blue glass effect doors of 
London match perfectly with the Open House 
White Star Astro square edged laminate 
worksurfaces. We have also used White Star 
Astro to decoratively frame all of the wall and 
base cabinets.

The stunning blue Open House acrylic 
splashback completes this unique modern space.
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A classic one piece construction with a stunning 

glass effect finish. London’s doors are surfaced 

with Acrylic.  The surfaces are cold rolled which 

gives a superior finish and produces the stunning 

coloured glass effect.

3-dimensional glass effect edging is also applied 

to the doors, giving superior heat, moisture and 

impact resistance.

19mm thick doors with an ultra modern, ultra 

strong and ultra sustainable MDF core. 

London has been awarded an FSC certificate for 

its use of ecologically sustainable materials and a 

FIRA Gold mark. FIRA Gold is an independent 

quality certification mark within the furniture 

and kitchen industries.

Door Colour : Blue Pantone 5523
Door Finish : Glass Effect
Door Thickness : 19mm
Door Material :  Glass effect Acrylic 
surfaced doors with MDF core. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

...what a beautifu
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SAN SEBASTIAN
Modern Kitchen

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Mushroom Pantone Warm 
Grey 2
Handle Selection : OH ACC 357 Stainless 
Steel Slim Bar
Cabinets : Cream
Worksurface : Open House Solid Surface 
Chocolate Quartz
Splashback : Acrylic Whipped Cream

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : San Sebastian doors 
are a breeze to clean.
Perfect Surface : Unlike many other door 
surfaces, our glass effect acrylic surfaced 
doors have a perfectly uniform and highly 

Subtle, stylish and undeniably modern our San 
Sebastian kitchen is a beautiful addition to our 
modern range.

Shown here with a large island unit creating both 
work space and social space our San Sebastian 
kitchen works beautifully with the Open House 
Chocolate Quartz solid surface work top and 
our stunning Open House acrylic splashback.
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A classic one piece construction with a stunning 

glass effect finish. San Sebastian’s doors are 

surfaced with Acrylic.  The surfaces are cold 

rolled which gives a superior hardwearing finish.

3-dimensional glass effect edging is also applied 

to the doors, giving superior heat, moisture and 

impact resistance.

19mm thick doors with an ultra modern, ultra 

strong and ultra sustainable MDF core. 

San Sebastian has been awarded an FSC 

certificate for its use of ecologically sustainable 

materials  and a FIRA Gold mark. FIRA Gold is 

a quality certification mark within the furniture 

and kitchen industries. 

Door Colour : Mushroom Pantone Warm 
Grey 2
Door Finish : Glass effect
Door Thickness : 19mm
Door Material :  Glass effect acrylic 
surfaced doors with MDF core. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years...w
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NEW YORK
Modern Kitchen

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Anthracite Pantone Cool 
Grey 11
Handle Selection : OH ACC 370 & 371 
Stainless Steel T-Bar
Cabinets : White
Worksurface : Open House Solid Surface 
Night Quartz
Splashback : Open House Acrylic 
Metallic Silver

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : New York’s doors are 
completely hygienic and a breeze to clean.
Perfect Surface : Unlike many other door 
surfaces, our glass effect acrylic surfaced 
doors have a perfectly uniform and highly 

The glass effect athracite doors of New York are 

of space even in smaller kitchens. 

Here we have balanced the doors perfectly 
with a stunning Open House solid surface 
worksurface in Night Star Quartz and our acrylic 
splashback in Metallic Silver.

We have also used Night Star Quartz to create 
a table to the right of the island unit, further 

Open House solid surfaces.

A modern masterpiece.
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A classic one piece construction with a stunning 

glass effect finish. New York’s doors are surfaced 

with Acrylic.  The surfaces are cold rolled which 

gives a superior hardwearing finish.

3-dimensional glass effect edging is also applied 

to the doors, giving superior heat, moisture and 

impact resistance.

19mm thick doors with an ultra modern, ultra 

strong and ultra sustainable MDF core. 

New York has been awarded an FSC certificate 

for its use of ecologically sustainable materials and 

a FIRA Gold mark. FIRA Gold is an independent 

quality certification mark within the furniture 

and kitchen industries.

Door Colour : Pantone Cool Grey 11
Door Finish : Glass effect
Door Thickness : 19mm
Door Material :  Glass effect acrylic 
surfaced doors with MDF core. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

...what a beautifu
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TOKYO

Modern Kitchen

SHOWN IN

Door Colour : Japanese Pearwood

Handle Selection : OH ACC 356 14mm 

Stainless Steel Bar

Cabinets : Cream

Worksurface : Open House Solid Surface 

Snow Quartz 

Upstand : Open House Solid Surface 

Snow Quartz 

Splashback : Open House Acrylic 

Mushroom

OPEN HOUSE BENEFITS

Cleaning & Hygiene : Tokyo acrylic doors 

are quick and easy to clean.

Long lasting : Our acrylic surfaced doors 

won’t fade in colour over time and the 

cold rolled application of face material 

gives a superior high Gloss finish.

The ancient and beautifully exotic species of 

Japanese Pearwood perfectly complements the 

modernity of our Tokyo kitchen.

The vertical lines of this extraordinary woodgrain, 

make our Tokyo kitchen feel elegant whilst the 

robust construction of the doors ensure that it is 

up to any task thrown at it.
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A classic one piece construction door with 

a stunning high gloss finish. Tokyo’s doors 

are surfaced with acrylic.  The face is cold 

rolled which gives a  stunning woodgrain, yet 

hardwearing finish.

3-dimensional glass effect edging is also applied 

to the doors, giving superior heat, moisture and 

impact resistance.

19mm thick doors with an ultra modern, ultra 

strong and ultra sustainable MDF core. 

Tokyo has been awarded an FSC certificate for 

its use of ecologically sustainable materials and a 

FIRA Gold mark. FIRA Gold is an independent 

quality certification mark within the furniture 

and kitchen industries.

Door Colour : Japanese Pearwood
Door Finish : High Gloss
Door Thickness : 19mm
Door Material :  High gloss Acrylic 
surfaced doors with MDF core. 
Hardware : All 110 degree hinges and 
drawers  are engineered in Germany by 
Hettich to soft close quietly and gently.
Conditional Warranty : 6 Years

...w
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CABINETS

Open House Quality

Cabinet Colour Choice
Cabinets are available in 3 different finishes.

18mm thick MFC. 1mm ABS edging 

prevents knocks and bruises to 

cabinet and shelf.

Hinge can be clipped off for easy spring cleaning.

Adjustable shelf gives 3 possible 

height positions for each shelf 

creating flexibility over the life of 

your kitchen.

Optional 5mm hole covers available to cover shelf adjustment positions.

Hettich soft close system with 3 way 

adjustment helping with alteration, 

as and when you may need it.

Wall shelf 330mm depth allows for 

storage of full size 12 inch dinner plate 

and is supplied with two shelf units.

There is a solid top to the base unit 

which stops smells transferring (a bin 

can be in one side and food in next)

Concealed wall hanger with 3 way adjustment 

and hidden internally from view. For you the user, 

this creates beautiful clean lines.   

Legs can be adjusted without tools for 

help with uneven floors. 

White Cream Lissa Oak
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Hettich’s RED DOT and iF design award winning 

products* are a perfect match for our kitchen 

Range.

The new generation of soft close hinges from 

Hettich close doors quietly and without fuss, with 

a feel of luxury that we think works beautifully - 

German engineering at its best.

Providing an opening angle of up to 165 degrees, 

the Hettich Sensys wide angle hinge gives 

furniture doors a wide opening angle and closes 

them evenly and gently.

Zero-protrusion hinges make it possible to 

fit internal drawers without spacer profiles, 

preventing trapped fingers no matter what 

position the door is in.

* The Hettich Sensys wideangle hinge has 

received the internationally prestigious iF 

Product Design Award 2014 and the Red Dot 

Award “Product Design 2014”

HINGES

German Quality

Hettich’s stunning soft close drawer packs are a 

perfect match for our kitchen range.

Each top quality pre-assembled Hettich innotech 

soft close drawer comes individually boxed, 

ready assembled & includes all components & 

screws required for fitting.

Drawers are manufactured with a durable and 

attractive powder coated silver colour. Double 

wall steel sides & back with a matching silver 

16mm MFC base. Hettich Quadro have silent 

soft close and self cleaning runners.

All drawers are 470mm deep which gives a full 

extension. 

All drawers have a heavyweight 30kg load 

capacity. 

Toolless height adjustment by a brilliantly 

engineered thumb wheel (+/- 2mm).

Easy lateral adjustment by screw driver

(+/- 1.5mm).

Heights

Standard drawer height 70mm.

Saucepan drawer height 176mm.

DRAWERS

German Quality
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Everything should have it’s place and with Open 

House storage solutions you will have more 

success in finding those places.

With the increasing demands from local 

authorities to separate kitchen waste materials, 

these pull out waste bin options can be invaluable.

Our  attractive wire worked storage devices are 

also fantastic at making the most of the space 

available to store those goods that you have yet 

to use...

STORAGE

German Quality

PULL OUT WASTE BIN - 2 x 12 litre bins

OHACC404

PULL OUT WASTE BIN - 3 x 10 litre bins

OHACC407

PULL OUT WASTE BIN - 2 x 8, 1 x 18 litre bins

OHACC403

PULL OUT WASTE BIN - 4 x 12 litre bins

OHACC405

THREE-QUARTER CAROUSEL SET

OHACC419 

TWIN CORNER SHELVING UNIT

LH - OHACC424 | RH -  OHACC427

SOFT CLOSE LARDER UNIT - 300mm

OHACC412

SOFT CLOSE STORAGE UNIT - 150mm

OHACC415

SWING OUT CORNER UNIT

OHACC433 | OHACC434
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HANDLES

A Choice for Everyone

Stainless Steel T-Bar Handle

(1) 188mm - OHACC358

(2) 244mm - OHACC370

(3) 337mm - OHACC371

Stainless Steel 14mm Bar Handle

(5) 188mm - OHACC355

(6) 337mm - OHACC356 

(4) 437mm - OHACC377

Bordeaux Knob

(20) 35mm - OHACC351

Wooden Knob

(21) 53mm - OHACC383

Forge Knob

(16) 35mm - OHACC354

Forge Handle

 (17) 144mm - OHACC353

Satin Nickel Shell Handle

(14) 94mm - OHACC376

Satin Nickel D-Handle

(13) 126mm - OHACC352

Chunky Bow Handle

(8) 342mm - OHACC379

Chunky Bow Handle

(7) 182mm - OHACC378

Creuset D-Handle

(18) 137mm - OHACC373

Creuset Shell

(15) 95mm - OHACC374

Slim Bar Handle

(9) 193mm - OHACC357
Satin Chrome Tapered Bow Handle

(11) 184mm - OHACC380

Satin Chrome Bow Handle

(10) 160mm - OHACC372

Satin Chrome Oval End D-Handle

(12) 166mm - OHACC381

Round Knob

(19) 32mm -OHACC375

We have shown the handles that we love and 

think work perfectly for each of our Open 

House kitchens, on the preceding pages.

But here is our complete range of handles, so if 

you would prefer to choose a different handle, 

as ever with Open House, the choice is yours...
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Open House Solid Surface worksurfaces are a 

range of durable worksurfaces, sinks and bowls 

that have all the beauty and feel of natural stone 

combined with exceptional practicality.

Solid Surface is the perfect surface for domestic 

kitchens, as it not only looks fantastic but because 

of its seamless qualities is super easy to clean.

Our Solid Surface worksurfaces can be cut and 

fitted safely and easily by specialist qualified 

installers.

Also like stone the beautiful designs are not just 

skin deep, they run consistently throughout its 

thickness.

Our Solid Surface worksurfaces are a completely 

safe surface on which to prepare and eat food. 

Open House Solid Surface is easy to clean 

and 100% waterproof so harmful germs are 

prevented from being harboured on the surface. 

Also, because of the smooth imperceptible 

seams, there are no unsightly joints within which 

dangerous bacteria could develop.

The staves have well proportioned dimensions 

to produce a beautiful and immensely strong 

solid wood work surface. Each work surface is 

unique in appearance due to the varying staves 

of natural timber selected. Staves are bonded 

together with finger joints and specialist adhesive. 

The strength of a finger joint comes from the 

long-grain to long-grain contact between the 

fingers, which provides a solid gluing joint.

OPEN HOUSE work surfaces are supplied 

with square cut ends which can be retained 

for a more contemporary feel or they can be 

machined to your own choice of profile.

SOLID SURFACE

Worksurfaces & Splashbacks
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ALASKAN QUARTZ CHOCOLATE QUARTZ

SOFT WHITE PEBBLE WARM GREY QUARTZ

CLOUD QUARTZ COSMIC GOLD QUARTZ

SNOW QUARTZ EARTHERN QUARTZ

OATMEAL PEBBLE COOL STEEL QUARTZ

STORM SKY QUARTZ NIGHT STAR QUARTZ
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Choosing an Open House wooden worksurface 

will bring natural harmony to your kitchen.  As 

one of nature’s most versatile and enduring 

materials, we believe that wood gives warmth, 

life, character and heart to any kitchen.

It will take about 40 years for saplings to mature 

into trees that are ready for harvesting, so at 

Open House we never rush into producing 

wooden worksurfaces. The process begins in 

carefully selecting timber that comes from 

sustainable forests. Good forest management has 

always required the selective felling and planting 

of trees ensuring that our woods and forests 

remain for future generations.

Our FSC® certification provides a chain of 

custody that ensures a sustainable process 

is followed from the forest to the finished 

worksurface.

Our worksurfaces are made from precisely 

manufactured solid wood blocks or ‘staves’

of seasoned timber. 

The staves have well proportioned dimensions 

to produce a beautiful and immensely strong 

solid wood worksurface. Each worksurface is 

unique in appearance due to the varying staves 

of natural timber selected. Staves are bonded 

together with finger joints and specialist adhesive. 

The strength of a finger joint comes from the 

long-grain to long-grain contact between the 

fingers, which provides a solid gluing joint.

Open House solid wood worksurfaces are 

supplied with square cut ends which can be 

retained for a more contemporary feel or they 

can be machined to your own choice of profile.

REAL WOOD

Worksurfaces & Upstands
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A pale hardwood, Maple is a lovely understated 

alternative to Beech or Oak.

Very popular in America, Maple is becoming 

increasingly used in European kitchens to create 

beautiful, hard-wearing worksurfaces which have 

both style and strength.

Both highly durable and with exceptional, natural 

antibiotic properties, Iroko is a great surface 

for food preparation which makes it a perfect 

kitchen worksurface.

The fine and short grain of European Beech 

makes it an easy wood to work with and it has a 

stunning durable finish.

The toughness of European Beech makes it 

perfect for a kitchen worksurface.

No longer just for the finest of furniture makers, 

Open House Walnut’s timeless finish is ideal for 

any modern or traditional kitchen.

As solid as oak, that’s exactly what our Oak 

worksurface offers as well as a beautiful 

woodgrain.

The natural strength and hardness of the timber 

make it ideal for any kitchen.

The worktop with the wow factor. Our Black 

Oak worksurface has been specially treated to 

give a similar appearance to the highly prized 

tropical timber Wenge.

Not only is this a fraction of the cost of Wenge it  

is also completely sustainable.

EUROPEAN MAPLE

Wooden Worksurface

IROKO

Wooden Worksurface

EUROPEAN BEECH

Wooden Worksurface

EUROPEAN WALNUT

Wooden Worksurface

EUROPEAN OAK

Wooden Worksurface

BLACK OAK

Wooden Worksurface
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Open House Square edged worksurfaces are 

edged on all four sides and laminated both top 

and bottom with the same high quality laminate. 

Installation is quick and easy and does not 

require any on site finishing, this guarantees a 

seamless finish every time. This contemporary 

square edged profile top will help revolutionise 

your kitchen designs.

Open House can also produce a worksurface 

to your own Custom size and design, with short 

lead times and to a very reasonable budget.

Talk to your retailer about our custom 

programme and get your own exclusively 

designed worktop just for your kitchen 

Also why not complete the overall look 

by choosing a complementing upstand and 

splashback?

Specification
Laminate face | Laminate face on underside | 

Square edged 4 sides in matching polypropylene/

acrylic edging | 25mm & 40mm high density 

chipboard core

SQUARE EDGED LAMINATE

Worksurfaces, Upstands & Splashbacks
SILVERBACK MARBLE

AFRICAN SLATE

SUNSETBLACK STAR ASTRO

STRIPED COCO

EMPERADOR

FLAGSTONE

DARWEN MARBLE

LIMESTONE

BLIZZARD ETCHINGS

OCEAN WOOD

GRAPHITE MELANGE

ELEGANT OAK

CARRERA MARBLE

UMBER GRANITE

HARVEST ETCHINGS

EBONY

WHITE STAR ASTRO

LIGHT WALNUT
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Our carefully selected round edged laminate 

range covers all kitchen trends: stone, slate, 

wood, granite and fantasy decors, to help create 

the kitchen of your dreams.

Our range of textures adds substance and 

interest to ensure your kitchen not only looks 

good, but feels good too.

From dramatic highly reflective gloss, to subtle 

soft brushed effects, our Open House laminate 

will help you achieve the exact kitchen you 

desire.

All of our laminates can be made into matching 

worktops, upstands and splashbacks to provide 

the perfect Open House finishing touch.

ROUND EDGED LAMINATE

Worksurfaces, Upstands & Splashbacks
ANDROMEDA BLACK

CLOUD SLATE

SUNSETCELTIC GRANITE

COLMAR OAK

BLACK SPARK

CYPRESS CINNAMON

ANDROMEDA WHITE

ITALIAN GRANITE

DOLCE VITA

ELLMAU BEECH

BLACK PEBBLE

ELEGANT OAK

CARRERA MARBLE

LAVA SAND

ROMAN MARBLE

MINERAL CRÈME

BLACK SLATE

BLOCKED OAK
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Our new ultra modern Open House Acrylic 
Splashbacks are the perfect modern alternative 
to glass.

Open House splashbacks, unlike glass, can be cut 
on site and require no specialist tools, making 
your installation quick and easy.

Super strong and even more beautiful, our 
Acrylic splashbacks are the perfect way to finish 
your kitchen.

It is 25 times more impact resistant and stronger 
than glass, so it will not shatter when it is bumped 
into. It has a high heat resistance (up to 100°C) and 
will put up with the kettle steaming against it one 
minute and an icy blast the next because someone 
has left a door open in the middle of winter.

Open House Acrylic  also has an excellent 
resistance to many cleaning chemicals, everyday 
stains, scratches and the ultraviolet rays from 
sunlight.

ACRYLIC
Splashbacks

PURE WHITE

SHALLOW WATER

MANGO GROVE

WOODLAND

WHITE METALLIC

DARK BRONZE METALLIC

WHIPPED CREAM

SWIMMING POOL

MORELLO CHERRY 

FRENCH TAUPE

SILVER METALLIC

BLACK METALLIC

LIGHT FAWN

INK WELL

ROYAL STANDARD

BLACK

LIGHT BRONZE METALLIC
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Like many people, John and Elizabeth wanted a 

bigger kitchen space than their terraced house in 

Sussex had to offer. By knocking through the wall 

that divided the kitchen and the old living room 

they were able to create a larger space and 

achieve the open plan living that they wanted.

A true Open House...

We provided them with a beautiful walnut 

worktop, which they also used as a breakfast bar 

in the area where the dividing wall used to fall.

Their  Victorian house needed a lot of updating 

(it still had the old washing ‘copper’ in the corner) 

but they wanted to keep a sense of this old style 

whilst bringing the space up to date.

Our Lancashire kitchen was a great choice as it 

works perfectly with the period features left in 

the house whilst also looking fantastic  next to 

wooden floors and the stunning Open House 

acrylic splashback.

CASE STUDY

Kitchen in the South East

“We love the traditional look of our kitchen - 
but it’s got all the modern features you need...”

Elizabeth Ferguson, Open House customer 
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“Everything about Open House was easy - easy, 
and brilliant...”
John Ferguson
Open House customer 

 “My wife and I bought our first house, which was 

a bit of a fixer upper to say the least!

The kitchen hadn’t been updated since the early 

1970’s and even then the Victorian Copper had 

still been left in place!

As it was a period property we wanted a kitchen 

that would retain the feel of the house but at 

the same time offering the modern features we 

wanted in a kitchen.

Open House were fantastic from the very start, 

helping us out with design choices and we are so 

happy how the final kitchen now looks.

Our fitter said installation was simple and he was 

in and out in a few days.

We love our new kitchen, not just how it looks, 

but most importantly how it works...”

John and Elizabeth Ferguson

Whilst every effort has been made to accurately 

represent the colours and textures, we are unable to 

guarantee an exact match due to the limitations of 

the brochure printing process.

We reserve the right to amend specifications of these 

products without notice.

KITCHEN SHOWN

Range: Lancashire                            

Breakfast Bar: Walnut

Splashback: Acrylic White Breeze
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